
BY ROB ROBINSON AND GENE HOLMES

OPENEdition, also referred to as OE or OMVS, is
IBM's implementation of UNIX and MVS for

System/390. UNIX is a licensed brand name now owned by
the Open Systems Foundation. Vendors can submit
their operating systems to OSF for certification
against a standard set of criteria and earn
the UNIX brand name. Every MVS
release since OS/390 V2R4 is
UNIX branded.

Through discussions with other
IBM customers, we have become
aware that many older levels of
MVS operating system releases are
still running production work. We
believe that more customers will
upgrade their shops to exploit the
new releases as the benefits become
more widely known. Some of these new
features are dependent on an operational
OMVS environment. Regardless, as of OS/390
Release V2R5, TCP/IP requires a fully functional
UNIX environment on the mainframe.

In other words, all of us mainframe dinosaurs are going to
eventually be dragged kicking and screaming into the brave
new world of UNIX. So not knowing at what release level
you will begin exploitation, we will discuss the major OMVS
changes we found at our site, identify them by OS/390
release if appropriate, and provide a technical explanation for
our implementation.

The Puget Sound Boeing location is a large shop with more
than 40 MVS images. Some of the implementation methods
we chose depend upon our methods of operation. For example,
we are a RACF shop. If your shop uses ACF2, your solution
tasks may be different than ours, but the challenges should be
similar and our efforts might prove insightful.

Part I of this two-part series will focus on the general dif-
ferences in MVS required by OMVS and our suggestions for
dealing with them. We will also discuss OMVS releases through

OS/390 V2R4. Part II concludes with coverage
through OS/390 V2R8. TCP/IP changes and

SYSRES maintenance procedures will also
be examined in Part II.

SOME MVS AND OE
GENERAL DIFFERENCES

Space does not permit a descrip-
tion of all of the differences
between the MVS we all know and

love and the new OS/390 releases.
You will need to do a lot more read-

ing before feeling confident when
dealing with the new functionality. At

the end of the article, we've provided a list
of references that you can use to learn more

about OpenEdition.
To begin, there is a new dsntype, Hierarchical File System

(HFS), which provides support for the POSIX byte-oriented
file structure format common to all UNIX systems. This new
type of dataset looks like a PDS/E externally, but the only
IBM utility that provides logical data-moving support is
DFDSS and only via logical dump/restore. FTP can also be
used to physically move unloaded HFS file systems from sys-
tem to system across the network. There is a new extension to
a user's RACF profile. This OMVS segment contains the
user's UNIX home directory, UID and initial shell. A major
difference between MVS and OMVS is that any address space
accessing OE services becomes "dubbed" (a new IBM term)
and the owning userid has to have a valid OMVS RACF seg-
ment or the requested service will fail. A new parmlib member,
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BPXPRMxx, contains the necessary OMVS
environmental parameters and file system
descriptions for permanently mounted files. 

The maintenance process is one area that
will be impacted in shops running more
than a single system. When you apply
SMP/E maintenance there will be updates
to both MVS and OMVS. The OMVS root
file must be SMS managed, so it cannot be
on the SYSRES volume. Keeping the CSI in
sync is a challenge. We will discuss our
method of performing this process in
painful detail in Part II.

A TECHNICAL DISCUSSION AND
IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES
FOR RACF AND HFS

We initially developed a simplistic repos-
itory for UID/GID (UNIX user-id/group-id)
numbers already assigned and the next ones
available. This was manually intensive but
worked OK, as we were only working with
a couple of test systems and a limited number
of OMVS testers.

Based on our early testing and the reports
from our distributed environment of the
potential problems due to overlapping
UIDs, we asked our OS/390 centralized
account administration group to develop an
approach for assigning and maintaining
UID/GIDs for OS/390. The approach taken
was to assign all RACF users a UID/GID
starting at 1 million. We determined that
this would ensure the absence of overlap
with existing distributed users on other
types of platforms. While this is now in
place, the scheme works well within the
OS/390 environment, but does not solve the
larger problem presented by distributed
users not presently having an all-encom-
passing single security domain for us to
match. For example, a Network File System
(NFS) user accessing SUN, HP, AIX and
OS/390 all using a common UID is still a
pipe dream at Boeing.

Many users only invoke OMVS services
to use FTP or the web. We eventually deter-
mined that these types of users did not need
to have an HFS file system unless they were
going to actually perform development
efforts. Because of this, many of our users
have root ("/") as their HOME directory.
Even though they don't have authority to
write to root, this satisfies the requirement
for all OMVS users to have a valid HOME
directory. It also saves some DASD space
and avoids the HFS file sharing limitations.

As a practical matter, prior to OS/390 R9,
HFS files cannot be read/write shared across
UNIX systems. Data integrity is up to each
application and consists of "advisory" byte-
range locking. This is the niche filled by NFS. 

On OS/390, if any HFS files are to be
shared, they must be mounted read-only on
all sharing systems. For each user who
requires a writeable development HFS this
means defining multiple copies, one per
system. Otherwise, the HOME directory in
the user's OMVS segment will be incorrect
on some of the systems, preventing usage of
any OMVS resources. We've learned our
lesson on this, as we have both destroyed
files and impacted production FTP jobs due
to integrity and RACF issues. This also pre-
sents another reason to limit creation of new
HFS file systems to only those users who
actually require them. 

With the exception of Automount, only
super users can mount/unmount HFS files
and "normal" users shouldn't be expected to
learn the administrative trivia associated
with managing HFS datasets. We have web,
storage and system administrators to sup-
port our users' dataset creation and recovery.
There are also underlying security reasons
behind the decision to not allow users the
ability to provide/maintain their own HFS
file systems. 

All Boeing HFS user files have an MVS
dataset name of at least three qualifiers.
OMVS is used as the high-level qualifier for
all HFS files. The idea here is that
users/applications own the contents of these
files but not the MVS datasets themselves.
The second-level qualifier is the system or
SYSPLEX ID, depending on the level of
sharing, and the low-level qualifier is the
userid or application name that uniquely
identifies the files and allows us to do
charge-back billing. We eventually created a
Web front-end for new users to assist them
in getting started. It allows them to request
an initial HFS, establishes some setup for
ADSM (ADSTAR: Distributed Storage
Management) backup of their HFS data,
and modifies their OMVS RACF segment
to reflect their new HOME directory. 

For users requiring an HFS, we chose, as
suggested by the examples in the IBM doc-
umentation, to use "/u" as the HOME direc-
tory for user files and set up the Automount
Facility to dynamically mount/unmount any
HFS files defined under the /u directory.

Automount is a facility that will allow you
to dynamically mount/unmount HFS file sys-

tems based on parameters. This helps avoid
static file system definitions in BPXPRMxx or
having to perform a manual mount/unmount
whenever the HFS is needed. Boeing uses
Automount to manage any HFS file systems
that are not needed at IPL time and thus, may
be eligible for HSM migration/recall. Most of
these are individual user home directories, but
some are application project files.

The description of how to set up
Automount in the OE Planning manual is
good, but an explanation of how we do it
may help. The following pieces are required
to establish Automount:

● a BPXPRMxx entry

● some definition files in directory /etc

● a /etc/rc script entry that the system
will automatically start at IPL time 

Our user HOME directories are all under
the /u directory. For example: /u/tec002,
where tec002 is the Automount generated
directory mount point for user TEC002's
HFS file system. Note that directory tec002
does not exist until Automount creates it. It
will be created with default UNIX permis-
sions of 700; you will probably want to
change this to something like 755. Hint:
You will want to completely familiarize
yourself with UNIX permissions and other
file attribute settings and how they are inter-
preted for the object type they are protecting.

We also manage application files under
/apps15 directory in path /project/apps/
apps15. The entry in BPXPRMxx looks like
the following example:

FILESYSTYPE TYPE(AUTOMNT) ENTRYPOINT(BPXTAMD)

Our /etc/rc entry for Automount looks like
the following example:

_BPX_JOBNAME='AUTOMNTD' /usr/sbin/automount &

The environmental variable _BPX_JOB-
NAME is used to assign jobname AUTOM-
NTD to the task created by the execution of
the IBM-supplied REXX script contained at
/usr/sbin/automount. The variable is not
really necessary, as the script executes
quickly and then is gone. We have found it
helpful as an eye-catcher for diagnostic pur-
poses. Also, you can execute the UNIX
script manually from the shell if you need to
change the parameters for Automount. The
"&" is a special character recognized by the
Shell. It causes the Shell to execute the
script asynchronously. The Automount
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script reads and processes the following
definition files. Contents of the definition
file located at /etc/auto.master are:

/u/etc /u.map
/project/apps/apps15 /etc/apps15.map

This example shows Automounting of files
referenced via paths /u/ or /project/
apps/apps15/ and the management instruc-
tions for each are contained within files
/etc/u.map and /etc/apps15.map, respectively.
Contents of definition file /etc/u.map are
as follows:

● name *

● type HFS

● filesystem OMVS.KGPS.<uc_name>

● mode rdwr
● duration 1440

● delay 10

Contents of definition file /etc/apps15.map
are as follows:

● name *

● type HFS

● filesystem OMVS.KGPS.APPS.APPS15.
<uc_name>

● mode rdwr

● duration 1440

● delay 10

The OE Planning manual describes the
format of these files. The duration specified
in our Automount example is 1440. This is
the number of elapsed minutes from last use
to the time of dismount. Originally, we had
set this to 60, but had to change it for
ADSM. We run ADSM at night and HFS
files must be mounted for its backup to
work. Setting the duration to 1440 allows 24
hours as a reasonable window for backup
to occur.

MVS 5.2.2 THROUGH
OS/390 V1R2

Boeing initially began testing OE on
MVS 5.2.2. This release did not have UNIX

branding, used IBM's APPC/ASCH subsys-
tem to create new address spaces for UNIX
child fork and spawn processing, and
allowed the OMVS subsystem to be started
and stopped via console commands. Our
testing consisted mostly of efforts by MVS
systems programmers to understand this
new animal and adjust our environment to
accommodate the required changes.

There was a great deal of interest in pro-
viding Web access to legacy applications
and data on our OS/390 systems (IMS,
DB2, etc.). We began testing Web serving as
soon as it became available. In late 1996, we
began to get requests to move the Web
Server to some of our production systems.
We formed an OS/390 Web administration
group and they began implementing the
OS/390 Web Servers on more of our sys-
tems. We decided that we would install
OpenEdition on all of our systems.

Knowing that OMVS was going to become
an integral part of the operating system, in
early 1997 we finished integrating OE into
our maintenance process so that we would be
able to implement it on all our MVS systems
prior to the rollout of OS/390 Release V1R3.
We currently have 18 OS/390 Web Servers
installed, at least one per Sysplex, with many
applications now running in production.

OS/390 V1R3

Beginning with OS/390 Release V1R3,
the ability to separately start/stop the
OMVS address space was removed.
Having OMVS as an integral part of the
operating system was a critical step
toward achieving UNIX branding for
OS/390. However, it introduced some
major operating problems. Basically, the
user community split into two camps:
those who wanted the ability to start/stop
OMVS restored and those who understood
the OMVS integration requirement but
didn't want to have to IPL to fix problems.
While some pieces of OMVS could be
dynamically reconfigured via the SETOMVS
or SET OMVS operator commands, other
pieces such as BPXPRMxx file system
definitions could not.

Release V1R3 also provided a new RACF
FACILITY class, BPX.*, to extend and
adjust for departures from the standard
UNIX security environment. For example,
on most UNIX platforms root, or UID zero,
has a single password and all superusers
must know and share it. It is also generally

accepted within the UNIX community that
users should not routinely run as root. On
OS/390 many different users can be defined
with UID zero in their OMVS RACF segment
and each user has their own password. This
is better from a security standpoint, as pass-
words are not shared; however, many users
are now running as root. The new FACILITY
class allowed a class name of BPX.SUPE-
RUSER to be defined and introduced
functions to code check access to this class
name for authorization. Not all functions
have switched to this and UID zero is still
required in many cases, but things are
getting better.

This is only one example of the several
BPX class names available. There are other
considerations such as the program control,
APF, setuid, and sticky bits that must be
understood to manage the security environ-
ment for OE. All of these topics are a "must
read" in the "Security Implications" section
of the OE Planning manual. 

OS/390 V2R4

With OS/390 Release V2R4, IBM
achieved UNIX/95 branding for the operating
system. With this release, the OMVS
requirement for APPC was eliminated and
the Workload Manager (WLM) became the
vehicle for creating new OMVS address
spaces. WLM uses the new BPXAS initia-
tor PROC to build the child address space
environment, propagating values like
REGION from the parent. These initiators
are automatically created as necessary for
new work, will stop after 30 minutes of
inactivity, or can be terminated early via
operator command if required. Accounting
information for tasks can be supplied via
an entry in dataset SYS1.STCJOBS (the
dataset defined by IEFJOBS DD statement
in Master JCL) for started tasks or via the
logon screen for TSO users. For UNIX
users, rlogin, telnet, ftp, etc., and their
spawned tasks, the RACF userid
WORKATTR segment can supply account
information. 

IF YOU DO VIRTUAL STORAGE
MANAGEMENT LIMITING:
A WARNING 

Boeing does job accounting and as part
of that effort we had previously coded an
SMF exit, IEFUSI, to inspect and enforce
Virtual Storage region requests. Like many
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other shops, one of the tasks performed by
our exit was to change 0K, or maximum
region requests, to an arbitrary lower number
— currently 64MB. As of this release,
IBM changed region request processing so
that a forked child inherits the region size
of the parent address space. Unfortunately,
at IEFUSI invocation time this process is
not complete and OMVS child tasks look
like they are requesting 0K. If our exit had
not changed the requests to 64MB, thus
causing some applications like Lotus
Domino to fail, the child address space
would have eventually inherited the region
of the parent and all would have been well.
We finally resolved this by changing our
IEFUSI exit to bypass its region limiting
code for all OMVS subsystem requests and
trusting the parents region to be success-
fully propagated.
ASSIGNING A DEFAULT RACF
USER FOR OMVS REQUESTS

Also with this release, IBM provided the
ability to define a "default" UID/GID to be
assigned users missing an OMVS segment.
By now, Boeing had already added OMVS
RACF segments to all OS/390 users and
groups. If a user fails in our shop for miss-
ing segment information, we need to fix
our process, so we have not implemented
this feature.

Because TCP/IP was being re-written for
performance and exclusively uses OE socket

calls, many users will eventually require an
OMVS segment and most shops might want
to evaluate setting up the default UID/GID.
If this approach is taken, the UID/GID values
assigned as defaults should probably not
own any resources. Access to resources
should be via the permission bits for
"OTHER" or global access. 

BINDER PROCESSING CHANGED
FOR RELEASE V2R4

Also in this release, full support was
added to the BINDER for C/C++ objects
and long names, eliminating the previous
requirement for PRELINKER to provide
this function. The output from these
BINDER executions must reside in a PDS/E.
We had previously coded the BINDER IEW-
BODEF exit to establish a default MAXBLK=
28000 as approximately 1/2 track (on a 3390,
max 1/2 track, track is 27,998).

We did this not for OMVS, but to prevent
S001 abends. These abends seemed to occur
if users allowed the allocation block size to
default to 32760, had members that were
large, unloaded the member with IEBCOPY
(thus creating a dataset with at least one
block exceeding 32760), and tried to ship
the dataset with ftp, bdt (bulk data transfer),
etc. We have changed the exit for OMVS to
add a default of COMPAT=PM1. This will
still allow users to specify OVLY or use a
PDS for SYSLMOD. It will also allow the

BINDER output to execute on a lower level
(previous version) of the system. Users
desiring PDS/Es or other new functionality
can still specify a different (higher) value at
run-time if OS/390 down level compatibility
is not an issue. 

In this article we have talked about
some of the basic OS/390 differences
introduced by OpenEdition and also some
of the hints and pitfalls discovered at
Boeing. Part II will discuss the OMVS
changes driven by OS/390 Release V2R5
and conclude with a discussion of our new
system maintenance procedures.
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